OMP Racing Seats

OMP HTE-R Seat This seat has five harness slots, high side bolsters, and built-in side helmet supports for safety. The breathable cloth upholstery enhances comfort by allowing perspiration to evaporate. Uses side-mount brackets (sold separately). Available with a carbon fiber shell, a fiberglass shell, or an "XL" fiberglass shell for larger drivers. FIA 8855/1999 approved. Black only.

OMP WRC-R Seat This popular seat features five harness slots and high side bolsters. The breathable cloth upholstery enhances comfort by allowing perspiration to evaporate. Uses side-mount brackets (sold separately). Available with a carbon fiber shell, a fiberglass shell, or an "XL" fiberglass shell for larger drivers. FIA 8855/1999 approved. Black only.

OMP WRC-R XL Fiberglass Seat, Black only
Part No. 3454-765 ........................................ $2,299.00

OMP WRC-R Carbon Seat, Black only
Part No. 3454-766 .................. $2,599.00

OMP WRC-R Seat, Black only
Part No. 3454-767 ............. $2,299.00

OMP WRC-R XL Fiberglass Seat, Black only
Part No. 3454-775 ............................... $829.00

OMP HTE-R Carbon Seat, Black only
Part No. 3454-768 ........................................ $2,299.00

OMP HTE-R Fiberglass Seat, Black only
Part No. 3454-769 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,299.00

OMP HTE-R XL Fiberglass Seat, Black only
Part No. 3454-770 ........................................ $999.00

OMP HTE-R Seat, Black only
Part No. 3454-771 .................. $999.00

OMP Tall Side-Mount Brackets, pair (mounts one seat)
Steel (shown) ........................................ Part No. OMP-HC924 ....... $149.00
Aluminum ........................................ Part No. OMP-HC925 ....... $185.00

OMP HTE-R Tall Side-Mount Brackets, pair (mounts one seat)
Steel ........................................ Part No. OMP-HC926 ....... $129.00
Aluminum ........................................ Part No. OMP-HC927 ....... $165.00

OMP Tall Side-Mount Seat Brackets These tall brackets fit most side-mount racing seats. An array of holes and slots at each end let you choose no fewer than 36 different seating positions! Front and rear have 6 height options plus up to 3 fore-and-aft. Six sets of holes in the bottom flanges provide even more options. Black powder coated finish. 495mm long. Sold in pairs (one pair is enough for one seat). Complies with FIA Appendix J.

shipping Note: Due to their large size, UPS and FedEx charge a Large Package Surcharge for each racing seat shipped. We can ship 2 (or more) seats on a single pallet anywhere in the 48 states via Truck Freight for a flat rate of $149. That’s less than the two Large Package Surcharges alone!

Prices shown are current as of "April 21, 2020". Check website to verify current pricing.

Please visit our website for many more OMP Racing Seats!